
 

C.T.G. (Chip Thru Glass) by JEKI YOO

Discover the magic of "Chip Thru Glass"! This captivating routine features three
poker chips and a clear glass cup:

Present three poker chips and a transparent glass cup to your audience for
thorough inspection. Watch as each chip magically passes through the seemingly
solid glass cup one by one, starting with the first, then the second, and finally the
third.The cup, though appearing like glass, is actually made from durable acrylic.
It's scratch-resistant and easy to maintain, ensuring it stays pristine for repeated
performances. Perfectly sized for this routine, it enhances the seamless
execution of your magic."Chip Thru Glass" is ideal for intermediate magicians
who love coin tricks. It delivers not just entertainment, but a mesmerizing
experience suitable for both close-up and larger stage settings with screens. The
vibrant red poker chips contrast sharply, making the magic easy for all to follow.

More than just a trick, "Chip Thru Glass" is a standout addition to your
performances. Elevate your magic with CTG, Oh my!

Included in the package are:

3 poker chips and accompanying gimmicks
1 clear acrylic cup

Tutorial video featuring Jeki Yoo

Visual Impact: The effect of poker chips passing through a clear glass
cup creates a visually stunning and captivating performance.
Durable Materials: Made from sturdy acrylic, the cup resists scratches
and remains clean, making it ideal for repeated use.
Attractive Props: The red poker chips stand out in any setting, ensuring
that the audience can easily follow along with the magic.
Good for TV Shows: This routine is noted for its effectiveness on
television, praised for its innovation and entertainment value.
Versatile Performance Settings: Perfect for close-up magic as well as
larger stages with screens, making it adaptable to various performance
environments.
Audience Engagement: Allowing the audience to thoroughly inspect the
props adds to the mystique and appeal of the routine.
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Ideal for Intermediate Magicians: Provides an entertaining and
enjoyable routine for magicians who enjoy coin tricks and are at an
intermediate skill level.
Perfect Size: The cup is designed to be the ideal size for this routine,
enhancing the overall performance.
Poker Chips are Half Dollar Sized: The poker chips are the same size
as a half dollar coin, ensuring familiarity and ease of handling during the
routine.
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